Regional Director of Bangladesh Open University, CTG RRC Badrul Haider Chowdhury inaugurated Bengali New years function organized by the BOU’s learners on 14 April, 2016. Different actions of the function have been seen in the photograph.

**VISIT HSC (NICH-1) ARTILLERY CENTRE**

Badrul Haider Chowdhury, RD CTG visited Artillery Centre and School, Halisahar Cantonment, Chittagong along with Director (Education) of Bangladesh Army Brig. General Md Asaduzzaman Subhani, Col. Abdul Khaleq (Chief Instructor of Artillery School) and others on 05 March, 2016. Our NICHE-01 education program has been going on at this centre.

**Learners creativity through Wall Magazine**

Very soon BOU’s CTG RRC will bring out a wall Magazine named Anuranan. After announced the notice a lot of creative learners of BOU have participated in this work plan.
EXHIBITION ON LANGUAGE MOVEMENT

With the great help of Dhaka University, BOU's CTG RRC have arranged two day's photographs, paper clipings and audio-video production exhibition on our great Language Movement at Bangladesh Open University CTG RRC premises on 12-13 feb,2016. Regional Director Badrul Haider Chowdhury addressing in the meeting.

OFFICE MEETING

CTG RD Badrul Haider Chowdhury briefing during his routine office meeting before his officers and staffs. Before meeting he received newly transferred two officers and two staffs by giving flower stick.

TRAINING PROGRAM ON FIRE EXTINGUISH AND EARTHQUAKE

Training programe for officers & staffs of BOU's CTG RRC on Fire Extinguish & Earthquake organized by Chittagong RRC held at CTG RRC office on 14 May,2016.
After meeting on BOU interest with Divisional Commissioner, Chittagong Muhammad Abdullah, some books & gift items have been handed over to him on 01 October, 2015 at latter’s office.
A blood donation program has been organized by the Bangladesh Open University CTG RRC for the petrol bomb victims those who were attacked during hartal called by the opposition alliance. Prof. Md. Anwarul Azim Arif, that time Vice-Chancellor of Chittagong University inaugurated the program while Prof. Dr. M A Taher, Treasurer of BOU and Regional Director Badrul Haider Chowdhury were also present there.

Veteran liberation war researcher Professor Dr Abu Md Delwar giving his valuable speech on Liberation War before BOU’s learners at Ctg Regional Office while I presided over the meeting on 06 March, 2015. At one stage he taught us how we should sing our national anthem and how we should respect our national flag rightly.
**DRAMA ON OUR LIBERATION WAR**

After discussion meeting on Victory Day on 18 December, 2015 our learners displayed a small drama on Bangladesh Liberation War, 1971. The audience was highly impressed after saw the drama.

**LEARNERS MEMORANDUM**

Students handed over a memorandum to the Regional Director after street demonstration. They were demanding to open LLB and new Masters programme on various subjects in Chittagong.

**VISIT AT MATIRANGA**

I was received at Matiranga Degree college by principle Md Abul Hussain on 08 January, 2016.
A discussion meeting on Independent & national day has been organized by the Bangladesh Open University Ctg RRC on 27 March, 2015 at its conference room. Prof. Dr. Anwarul Azim Arif, Vice-Chancellor of CTG University spoke on the occasion as chief guest while Prof. Dr. M. A. Taher, Treasurer of BOU was present as special guest. Badrul Haider Chowdhury, Regional Director of BOU Ctg RRC presided over the meeting.

BOU’s learners wishes Regional Director by giving flowers on his birthday on 06th May, 2016.
CU VC HONOURED BY BOU’S LEARNERS

Vatearn Educationist Prof.Dr.Iftekkhuruddin Chowdhury,Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor of Chittagong University was received by Bangladesh Open University learners with great respect at a function.

CTG RRC NICELY DECORATED AT MOTHER LANGUAGE DAY

Every year BOU's CTG RRC office nicely decorated at the advent of International Mother Language Day.

NICHE -01 EXAM CENTER INSPECTION

Bou's CTG RD Badrul Haider Chowdhury inspected NICHE-01 (only for Army new recruits)Exam center at CTG Cantonment on 24 November,2015.
An octogenarian and a wounded valiant Freedom Fighter Mr. Abu Bakar Siddique was received by Bangladesh Open University learners of Chittagong with heartiest respect & kudos on 18 December, 2015 at Chittagong Muslim Institute Hall.

CTG RD ENCIRCLED BY BOU’S LEARNERS

CTG RD Badrul Haider Chowdhury was encircled with love and respect at fresher reception function at Govt. Women College, Chittagong where he spoke before the learners as Chief Guest on 25 March, 2016.